Full platform
deployments
To make the best decisions
for your organization, you
need the full picture of
what’s working

As the saying goes, two is better than one. And that’s definitely true when you’re referring to Workday deployments.
Why just deploy Workday Financial Management when you
can also deploy Workday Human Capital Management (HCM)
and operate with a complete picture of your organization?
With a Full Platform deployment (Workday Financials and
HCM), all your data is in one place, you can align your people
and financial performance and embrace change across the
enterprise.
The benefits of a Full Platform deployment are many. For
example: All of your data is in one place and it’s updated in
real time. You can align your people and financial performance,
keep your workforce engaged and supported, and embrace
change across the enterprise.
Many organizations gain a strategic edge to their business
by taking advantage of the synergies between finance and
human resources (HR)—doing so helps them achieving
greater visibility into the people, operations and financials
of the business, while promoting improved efficiencies,
consistencies and accountability.
When it comes to Full Platform deployments, whether you’re
taking a “big bang” or phased approach to your Full Platform
project, IBM understands the complexities and advantages.
We provide the experience and expertise that defines our
customers’ success.
With a focus on client success, solving challenges and finding
new ways to deliver additional value, IBM helps you:
– Decide between a “big bang” or a phased deployment
– Understand your organizational profile and what you
can handle
– Save time and money by having Workday Financials and
HCM in one deployment
– Handle project and change management

Highlights:
– Quickly move your business strategy from concept to
execution
– Navigate past budget obstacles that stand between your
current environment and your business goals.
– Focus on client success and finding new ways to deliver
additional value

Your business has its own unique challenges. IBM’s Workday
practice focuses on effective and efficient use of everything
that Workday has to offer, combining Workday capabilities
with best practices and proven methodologies, to deliver a
customized solution to help you achieve your goals:
– Greater visibility into people, operations and financials
– Real-time accurate reporting
– Being set up for successful future growth
– Best practices gained from deploying Workday Financial
Management and HCM together
Client satisfaction
With an exceptional client satisfaction rating, IBM’s Workday
practice has an unwavering commitment to client success
and serves a diverse client base across medium and large
enterprises in North America and Canada. Our clients are
multinational leaders and innovators across a wide range of
industries—including technology, financial services, education
and government, manufacturing, retail and others.
For more information
To learn more about offerings from IBM Services, contact your
IBM sales representative or visit ibm.com/gbs/workday.
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